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a student of weak memory. Another name, too, that of
Ummadanti (enchantress), is mixed up with her legend.
Hence the great Theri of supernormal power is as difficult
to identify as our own St. George, and it is not strange that
her gatha should he composite.
The gatha of Kisagotarm (Ps. Ixiii.) is another interesting
case of possibly later work of welding. Here the tragedy
of Sister Patacara's life, no mention of which is made in the
brief poem bearing her name (Ps. xlvii.), is woven into the
Psalm called after Kisa-gotamL And the fine summary of
woman's ' woeful lot' is preceded by another brief episode
on kalydnamittatd, or friendship with the good and lovable
(/ca\oKaya@oi). It is very probable from inspection of the
poem (and -chronicle), that of two poems attributed to
Patacara, one recounting her sufferings, given in the
Apadana and quoted in the Commentary, has been lost, or
merged with that of Kisa-gotami.' It is also probable that
the latter, if it introduces a gatha already existing alluding
to Pataeara, is of later date than chis gatha.
When we come to the last seven poems we find, not larger
congeries of fragmentary sayings, but only homogeneous
stricture. The type approaches that of the ballad1 or the
incipient drama, or is a consecutive symmetrical monologue
(Ambapali, Ixvi.). None of the putative authors, save Amba-
pilli, is an historical personage. And her poem is a type-
lyric, not a personal document. It may have been com-
posed by anyone of poetic gifts, and concerning ageing
beauty in the abstract. Here, then, there is no question of
sparse verses welded together and collectively ascribed to
an age-dimmed, but very possibly genuine, personage.
Either the Sisters in question composed these longer effu-
sions, or they did not. According to Pischel,2 'we have
reason to suppose that' the ballads of Capa and Sundarl
(Ps. Ixviii, Ixix/	?ery old compositions/ because 'they
1	In one of the shorter Psalms (xlviii.) the narrative form emerges:
f The Thirty Sisters heard, and swift obeyed,3 etc.
2	Therigdtlia^ Preface.

